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ABSTRACT

This paper is concerned with the concept and development of cost effective methods for
determining sensor-to-user system performance under simulated real world conditions.
Many system elements involved in the digital pre- and post- processing functions found in
telemetry systems are designed to operate primarily on error free data. The presence of bit
errors drastically alters the performance of these elements: data compressors pass noise,
E.U. converters produce subtle and wild data variations, and embedded voice channels
become overly noisy. This paper identifies the digital areas affected by noise in modern
systems, categorizes their susceptability, and suggests laboratory simulation techniques
that may identify problems prior to mission data flow.

INTRODUCTION

Telemetry ground stations continue to move toward increased front end preprocessing.
Driven by data rates and increased quicklook requirements, these front end subsystems
must account for the real world’s signal quality which is not error free. For example, link
error tolerance and telemetered event detection are sometimes opposing objectives for
algorithm designers. Therefore evaluating system performance under link error conditions
is necessary to qualify a system as a reliable detector of alarm conditions. Choices of
evaluation methods are; 1) None (rely on predicted performance) 2) laboratory
simulations, and 3) rigorous post flight comparison of raw to processed data. Only the
second alternative promises to be cost effective, especially if it can become a development
tool as well. The cost to modify and re-evaluate an algorithms’ performance under known
link error conditions is significantly lower than reconducting a mission. The promise is
reduced to practice when the simulation methods provide both a wide range of conditions
and do not require investment of large quantities of time or finances to tailor the system to
the users’ requirement.



SCOPE OF CONCERN

Whether the cause is rain bursts, interference, long path loss, or a misaimed antenna, the
end to end (sensor to user) digital effect on serial data streams is bit errors. That is, a bit of
polarity 1 or 0 at the telemeter commutator output has been randomly received as inverted
by the digital preprocessing subsystem.

This paper is concerned with these manifested errors, in digital form as derived from the
demodulation and binary data stream reconstruction.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Error occurrences on links are typically measured as a Bit Error Rate (BER). The
measurement technique is to count the number of bit errors detected over a fixed amount
of test bits and record the ratio. This BER, for example 3.86 x 10-6 actually refers to the
probability a given bit time will contain an error. Thus, BER figures tend to create the
illusion of uniform error distribution.

Real world circumstances generally produce errors in groupings or bursts. Two terms form
the basis of this discussion; Burst Error Rate (BrR) and Errors per Burst (E/BR). If link
performance were measured in average errors per burst and burst error rates, a better
estimation of system performance under noise conditions could be made. This distinction
is important since system performance may be acceptable in the presence of uniform error
distribution (BrR.BER, E/BR.1) but not in burst noise (BrR << BER, E/BR > 1).
Figure 1 graphically illustrates this point. A test pattern was transmitted between two
facsimile machines which digitize the image for transmission. All three transmissions were
subjected to a BER of 5 x 10-4 . If the actual transmission circuit is known to exhibit errors
grouped in bursts, the system engineer may deem the results acceptable as in C. However,
if the errors are randomly distributed, as in A, corrective measures in the link or ECC are
required.

FRONT END FUNCTIONS AFFECTED

Figure 2 presents a functional diagram typical PCM ground station and illustrates the front
end preprocessing elements. The digital data stream is reconstructed by the
demodulation/bit synchronizer function. The format synchronizer and decommutator
present word (sensor) serial data to the preprocessing functions. In the following section
each function and the effects link-induced errors produce will be examined.



FORMAT SYNCHRONIZER

Conventional frame synchronization techniques allow a strategy of sync acquisition and
retention to be selected by the user. However, optimum performance (fast acquisition and
immunity from false lock-to-search reversions) can only be preset for a given error
environment. Techniques based on Sequential Probability Ratio Test1 enhance
performance for signal to noise ratios below a few db by adapting to the real time BER.
The concern is always sync acquisition time (prior to sync, data is essentially lost) versus
sync reliability (there is always some probability false lock was achieved on data which
resembles the sync pattern.)

DATA COMPRESSOR

The general purpose of a data compressor is to reduce the input channel data bandwidth
required of the host processor by deleting redundant and non-significant data, samples. In
the presence of noise however, the compressors’ output can range from deleting desired
samples to outputting extraneous samples, or even generating a higher output rate than
input. The latter is possible since the computer must be given explicit identifying
information with each sample received. This information is usually a sensor-unique tag
value and may also include time of transfer information. Therefore, for every extraneous
data output, two or three transfers may be made.

The effects depend largely on the algorithm function.

Pass In/Out of Limits (limits set to Hi & Lo)

Deletes 1 required transfer if Lo < DS + ER < Hi

Makes 1 false transfer if Lo > DS + ER
or Hi < DS + ER

Where DS is the Data Sample value
ER is the effect of bit error(s)

Floating Corridor (corridor width set to CW around last value, LV)
Produces N false transfers if LV + CW/2 < DS+ER

or LV ! CW/2 >DS+ER
Deletes N required transfers if

LV + CW/2 > DS+ER > LV ! CV2.



Average Over n Samples

Bit errors produce bias errors.

Nth Sampling

Bit Errors in the sample selected are simply passed on.

Change of Slope Detection
Bit errors affecting significant bits disrupt slope calculations, often resulting in
two false transfers.

OTHER FUNCTIONS

Errors can falsely trigger event and alarm detectors or momentarily suppress them. In the
case of long-duration burst errors, the false detection may outlast attempts to build
hysteresis into the detection circuit or firmware.

The remaining elements of Figure 2 generally produce 1 for 1 error outputs. Note the
desired measurement processor. This processor combines multiple sensor inputs to
produce an indirect measurement, such as aircraft center of gravity. As the number of
sensor data combined to produce the derived measurement is increased, its susceptibility
to errors-increase due to the larger number of bits on which its output is produced.

PACKET TELEMETRY

Packet Telemetry is emerging as a unifying factor in telemetry routing and handling. It is
based on NASCOM’s distribution of telemetry data embedded in blocked formats, and the
desire of NASA to reduce the constant cycle of redesign. It also facilitates end-to-end data
switching through data networks. The data format generally comprises header, data, and
error control fields of various lengths.

The header field may contain:

- Synchronization pattern - Switching control
(or Start of Header Code) subfields

- Source and destination ID’s - Time information
- Packet sequence numbers - Packet type
- Packet/data length identifiers



One or more of the header fields may be protected against errors by additional information
enabling detection and correction of errors. The exact bit error environment greatly
influences this type of data. A relatively uniform distribution of errors will be tolerated by
the protected header fields, but will require packet re-transmission requests when the error
control checksum does not match the data received. Burst errors may render the header
protection ECC useless as the bit errors exceed the amount detectable with certainty. Of
course, in such an environment the sync or SOH pattern may be obscured and the packet
not processed at all.

SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS

To evaluate a front end system the following functions are required;

PCM Data Simulator
-  produces overall data structure of expected signal
-  produces fixed or dynamic sensor data in a variety of methods

-  table lookup
-  time variable

Link Error Simulator
-   produces simulated transmission errors by inverting bits
-  error distribution characteristics controllable
-  dynamic error insertion capability

Results Analysis
-  collect resultant data outputs
-  comparison of result to predicted data

PCM Simulators

State of the art PCM simulators allow the user to efficiently simulate the overall
frame/subframe structure without requiring its user to become a simulator programming
expert. For example, the General Data Products line of simulators interact with the
operator using plain language format description. An internal microprocessor generates the
machine-level configuration and data tables. Also, a variety of approaches to simulation
exists. For example, Figure 3 illustrates three approaches offered by GDP. In the first
approach, a very low cost simulator is loaded from the system computer and is capable of
exercising only a few sensor data positions simultaneously. The section by section test
approach which results in generally acceptable to fixed mission users.



A second approach is a high capability simulator. In this approach, the simulator program
generates multiple subframes, embedded asynchronous streams, and dynamic format
switching. This approach finds application in very complex front end system tests where
near total exercise of all functions is required. The third approach is to generate the desired
format in a host computer memory block. The block is then repetitively output using the
computer’s DMA channel to a simulator unit which serializes and code converts the data.
This approach is useful where existing databases and sufficient CPU I/O bandwidth permit
the elimination of simulator setup/programming efforts.

In all instances, it is necessary to provide some degree of dynamic sensor data. The data
must vary to exercise data compressor algorithms. Variable data contaminated by noise
also creates a more realistic frame synchronizer performance environment. More chances
of data resembling the sync patterns will be generated.

LINK ERROR SIMULATORS

The corruption of the simulated data must be made in a well controlled manner that
facilitates repeatability. Otherwise, the comparison of system performance before and after
an algorithm update is meaningless. The GDP link error simulators use a number of digital
noise generators in combination to produce accurate bit error rates with independently
controlled burst rate and average errors per burst. The desired values are entered directly,
without the need for complicated adjustment procedures. The resulting output is randomly
distributed bursts of randomly varying errors per burst, each with an average value equal to
that selected. Because the error insertion is digitally generated, it is deterministic. This fact
combined with the ability to reset the noise generators permit EXACTLY the same link
errors to be introduced from test to test if desired.

The burst error rate is selected by specifying m and n in the equation;

BR = m x 10-n

The average errors per burst is specified as a three digit number, opq. The resulting bit
error rate is therefore,

BER = opq (m x 10-n )

Figure 4 illustrates three link error simulator configurations. As with data simulators, the
error simulators are available for a variety of applications. The basic unit applies the errors
continuously. The second unit adds capabilities required for more rigorous testing. It may
be operated in gated modes where gaps of corrupted or error-free data is generated. This is
extremely useful when only the effect on one sensor or header field is to be tested.



Conversely, to test system performance of packet telemetry may require the routing fields
not be corrupted so the data can be recognized and evaluated. The link error simulator is
therefore setup to pass a gap of error free data during the routing fields. Another desirable
feature is the ability to dynamically alter the error characteristics with time, to simulate the
effects of distance changes for example. The remotely controlled units provide this with
the ability to be incorporated in automated test facilities.

The third configuration adapts to the varied interfaces and protocols encountered at bit
rates above 20 MBs.

CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated the usefulness of laboratory simulations of link errors to
qualify or evaluate system performance cost effectively. The general set of simulation
requirements were developed and are summarized as:

Data Simulator Requirements

-  Data structure simulated (frame, subframe, format, switch,.... )
-  Some degree of dynamic data
-  Ease of operation

Link Error Simulator Requirements
-  Randomized error generation
-  Independent Burst rate and Errors per Burst selection
-  Repeatable results without complicated adjustments
-  Gapped errors or error-free operation

Also presented was equipment which provides data and error simulations meeting these
requirements and offering the flexibility to be useful to a wide range of missions.
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Figure 1  EFFECTS OF BURST ERROR RATE
for CONSTANT BIT ERROR RATE



Figure 2  PCM GROUND SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM



Figure 3  PCM SIMULATOR CONFIGURATIONS



Figure 4 LINK ERROR SIMULATOR CONFIGUREATION


